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SUBJECT: CCD - WRAP-UP OF 1970 SESSIONS (SEABED TREATY)

1. SUMMARY: ACHIEVEMENT OF GENUINE CONSENSUS IN SUPPORT OF US REVISED SEABED TREATY HAS BEEN MAIN ACCOMPLISHMENT OF 1970 CCD MEETINGS. ONLY ONE DELEGATION 25 IN CCD THAT OF MEXICO SAID TREATY DRAFT SHOULD BE FURTHER AMENDED. PROSPECTS NOW LOOK BRIGHT FOR ENDORSEMENT OF TREATY AT 25TH GA AND GA RECOMMENDATION THAT IT BE PROMPTLY OPENED FOR SIGNATURE. END SUMMARY.

2. PLENARY STATEMENTS ON TREATY OF 25 DELEGATIONS. 21 SPOKE DURING LAST DAYS OF SESSION IN SUPPORT OF REVISED CO-CHAIRMEN
DRAFT: THESE STATEMENTS CONSISTED PRINCIPALLY OF EITHER FORMAL EXPRESSIONS OF SUPPORT OR ACCEPTANCE (ARGENTINA, BRAZIL, US AND USSR AND OF THEIR ALLIES) OR STATEMENTS THAT DELEGATION FELT TREATY SHOULD BE APPROVED BY GENERAL ASSEMBLY AT 25TH SESSION OF 12 NON-ALIGNED DELS ALL SPOKE IN FAVOR OF TREATY EXCEPT MEXICO, WHICH RESERVED ITS POSITION IN FAVOR OF FURTHER DRAFTING CHANGE IN PARA 2 OF ART 1 ON GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE OF APPLICATION OF TREATY. ALL US ALLIES SUPPORTED TREATY. INCLUDING CANADIAN DEL WHICH LAST YEAR WAS ONE OF LEADING DELS SEEKING EXTENSIVE CHANGES IN TREATY. OF SOV ALLIES ALL EXPRESSED SUPPORT FOR TREATY EXCEPT HUNGARY, BULGARIA AND ROMANIA, WHO REMAINED SILENT BUT WHO ARE EXPECTED TO SUPPORT TREATY AT GA.

ADOPITION OF CCD REPORT TO UNGA: FINAL TEXT OF PASSAGE IN REPORT ON SEABED TREATY WHICH WAS ADOPTED WITHOUT OBJECTION, READS AS FOLLOWS: "DELEGATIONS EXPRESSED SATISFACTION WITH THE GENERAL CONSENSUS ACHIEVED AND THE SPIRIT OF COMPROMISE WHICH RESULTED IN THE INCLUSION IN THIS DRAFT OF AMENDMENTS RESPONSIVE TO THEIR SUGGESTIONS. HOPE WAS WIDELY EXPRESSED THAT THE DRAFT TREATY WOULD BE COMMENDED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND OPENED FOR SIGNATURE AT AN EARLY DATE. THE TEXT OF THE FINAL DRAFT OF THE TREATY DISCUSSED ABOVE IS CONTAINED IN ANNEX A."

SUCCESS OF SEABED TREATY AT CCD: RESULTED FROM COMBINATION OF FOLLOWING FACTORS:

(A) AMPENDMENT ON INTERNATIONAL VERIFICATION PROCEDURES: WILLINGNESS OF SOVDEL TO INCLUDE CLAUSE PROVIDING THAT PARTIES MIGHT UTILIZE ANY APPROPRIATE INTERNATIONAL PROCEDURES OF UN IN CARRYING OUT VERIFICATION PERMITTED INCLUSION OF CLAUSE WHICH, THOUGH FROM OUR STANDPOINT A TRUISM, WAS RESPONSIVE TO DEEPLY FELT DESIRE OF MANY DELEGATIONS, INCLUDING MOST US ALLIES AS WELL AS ALL NON-ALIGNED DELS. SOVDEL IN FACT CONDUCTED NEGOTIATIONS WITH LEADING MEMBERS OF NON-ALIGNED TO HELP THEM REACH FORMULA WHICH SOVS COULD AFFIRMATIVELY RECOMMEND TO MOSCOW.

(B) FURTHER NEGOTIATIONS: WILLINGNESS OF US TO ACCEPT OPERATIVE ARTICLE PLEDGING FURTHER NEGOTIATIONS FOR PREVENTION OF AN ARMS RACE ON SEABED WAS ALSO RESPONSIVE TO WIDESPREAD AND STRONG SENTIMENTS IN COMMITTEE. THOUGH FORMULA ACCEPTED BY US WAS SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT FROM THAT OF LONGSTANDING SWEDISH PROPOSAL, INTENSIVE CONSULTATIONS BY US DEL WITH OTHER DELS SUCCEEDED IN CONVINCING...
OTHERS THAT US FORMULATION REPRESENTED SATISFACTORY SOLUTION OF PROBLEM. IN LAST ROUND OF STATEMENTS ACCEPTING TREATY, NO DELS CRITICIZED FINAL FORMULA AS TOO NARROW OR OTHERWISE DEFICIENT, AND MANY DELS EXPRESSED WARM APPRECIATION FOR ITS INCLUSION. RIMESTAD
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(C) AVOIDANCE OF LAW-OF-SEA COMPLICATIONS. US DELEGATION'S ABILITY TO NEGOTIATE SERIOUSLY WITH ARGENTINE AND BRAZILIAN DELS ABOUT POSSIBLE CHANGES IN VERIFICATION ARTICLE WHICH WOULD AVOID PARTICULARLY TROUBLESOME LAW-OF-SEA ISSUES IN EXCHANGE FOR ARGENTINE AND BRAZILIAN SUPPORT FOR TREATY, WHICH HAS NOW BEEN EXPRESSED FORMALY IN PLENARY SESSIONS BY BOTH DELS, WAS MAJOR ELEMENT IN FINALLY MAKING MANY DELS PERCEIVE THAT NEAR UNANIMOUS CONSENSUS WAS POSSIBLE FOR SEAED TREATY. STRONG PERSONALITIES AND RESPONSIBLE APPROACHES OF NEW BRAZILIAN AMBASSADOR GUERREIRO AND ARGENTINE AMBASSADOR DE ROZAS UNDOUBTEDLY CONTRIBUTED TO ABILITY OF THEIR GOVERNMENTS TO TAKE PROMPT DECISIONS IN ADVANCE OF OTHER NON-ALIGNED DELS IN ORDER TO SUPPORT TREATY.

(D) PROCEDURES UTILIZED BY CO-CHAIRMEN IN NEGOTIATING REVISED DRAFT. PROCEDURES ADOPTED BY CO-CHAIRMEN WERE EFFECTIVE IN TWO RESPECTS: FIRST, CO-CHAIRMEN DELS CONTINUED TRADITION OF MAINTAINING EXTREMELY CLOSE AND COOPERATIVE LIAISON THROUGHOUT NEGOTIATIONS.
They jointly planned consultations with other dels and kept each other informed of problems and opportunities vis-a-vis others.

We also noticed considerable effort by Sovdel to extend itself to maximum in effort meet points of USDel, e.g., in formulating substitute recommendations to capitals on points helpful to us. Second, co-chairmen for first time in any CCD negotiations made special efforts bring non-aligned dels into genuine consultations about draft formulations before these were approved by Moscow and Washington. USDel continued practice of first consulting with US allies on major developments but unlike situation in earlier CCD negotiations both we and Sovs brought non-aligned into discussions immediately after informing our allies of significant developments in their final statements on treaty. Great dels expressed warm, and we think genuine, appreciation for procedures followed by co-chairmen in developing new draft.

5. Prospects at UNGA: We think seabed treaty stands good chance of overwhelming approval at GA and that GA will recommend that treaty be opened for signature. Mexican Del is only CCD member still suggesting further change in treaty. Since Argentine and Brazilian dels are supporting treaty without change, we think damage potential of Mexican Del with other LA dels at New York is limited. In time, it is possible Mexican Del may accept in lieu of change in treaty, us and Sov Del statements of explanation upon tabling treaty which were designed cover Mexican objection. However, despite favorable sendoff of treaty by CCD, further work will be required in NY to explain worthwhile character of seabed treaty, since among UN dels not represented at Geneva there inevitably will be some tendency to question limited scope of treaty. Problem of relationship of treaty to seabed committee seems much improved from that which existed at last GA, when some countries belonging to both CCD and seabed committee were dissatisfied with treaty. E.g., Brazil, however, at recent August meeting of seabed committee in Geneva relatively little interest was shown in treaty. In conclusion, we think present prospects for treaty succeeding at NY are very good.
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